Vocabulary Practice

coherent  eject  hibernation  novelty  scavenge  truce

A. Directions: On each blank line, write the word from the box that fits the rhyme.
1. Although the car’s a common sight, not odd to you or me
   A hundred years ago it was indeed a _____________.

2. One person’s trash may be another person’s treasure.
   That is why so many people _____________ for pleasure.

3. Because snoring on the sofa is his favorite thing to do;
   A bear’s long ________________ would be bliss for Uncle Lou.

B. Directions: Write the word from the box that best completes each sentence.
4. Hoping to avoid a strike, the two sides agreed to a temporary
   ________________ to allow time for tempers to cool down.

5. The manager may ________________ a rowdy customer from the store.

6. Elena made such a ________________ argument for watching the show
   that she was allowed to stay up for an hour past her usual bedtime.

C. Writing Option: Pretend you have spent a week visiting Gary Paulsen. Write a
   note to thank him for having you as a guest. Comment on your visit and use at least
   two of the vocabulary words.
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